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Abstract: The article presents the results of a study of the influence of the main technical parameters of a ribbon electron flow on the 

microrelief of the surface of optical glass. A mathematical apparatus has been developed that allows the processing of probe characteristics 

obtained by sensing the energy parameters of a paraxial electron flow. The dependence of the influence of the main technical parameters 

(shape, size and distribution of current density) of a low-energy electronic stream of ribbon form on the microrelief of the surface of an 

optical glass of the crown variety has been established. This made it possible to evaluate the interaction of the electron flow with the surface 

of the optical glass. It was also found that the useful current of the electron flow is about 30% of the total emission current of the cathode of 

the electron gun. It is shown that the following factors can influence the accuracy of determining the technical parameters of a ribbon 

electron flow by sounding: a decrease in the diameter of the probes under the influence of the electron flow and heating of the probes during 

measurement. The total error of the probe method for determining the current density of the electron flow does not exceed 8%. Using atomic 

force microscopy, it was established that after processing the surfaces of optical glass of the crown variety with a low-energy electron-beam 

of a ribbon-shaped shape, provided that the rational shape, size and distribution of current density both in the working space and on the 

treated surface are reduced by irregularities from 40-75 nm to 3.5-5 nm. However, it was noted that the surface of the glass after electron 

flow treatment has a more uniform structure and is free from microdefects, in contrast to surfaces without electron flow processing. 
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1. Introduction

Electron flow processing (EFP) is one of the most promising 

types of processing of elements of optoelectronics, microoptics and 

so on. As it was established in [1-5], the parameters of the ribbon 

electronic flow have the most significant influence on the quality 

and efficiency of such processing. However, among the main 

controllable parameters for EFP, the electron flow parameters 

(shape, size, and current density distribution across the cross 

section) are the least stable. That is why various EFP installations, 

especially in processes requiring high precision machining, are 

equipped with electronic energy control systems [6, 7]. 

Among the scientists who investigated the influence of the 

ribbon electron flow on the surface of the optical glass, the 

following should be noted: Antonyuk V., Bonda-renko M., 

Vashchenko V., Guloyan Ya., Kanashevich G., Mazzoldi P., 

Rud M. and others [8-12]. 

However, the substantiated data on the influence of the 

technical parameters of the electron flow on the microrelief of the 

optical glass surface in the works of these scientists is not 

considered enough especially in the questions on the operational 

determination of electronic flow parameters. Previously, a rotary 

probe method [13] was adapted to measure the parameters of ribbon 

electron flows in [14] on the basis of the original method developed 

by the authors [13], whereby the probing occurs by combing several 

probes moving on a working trolley. 

The purpose of this work is to determine the dependence of 

the influence of the basic technical parameters of the ribbon 

electron flow (shape, size and distribution of the electron current 

density) on the microrelief of the surface of the optical glass. 

2. Experimental research method

The Pierce electronic gun (PEG) used for forming a ribbon 

electron flow has the following disadvantages: the irregularity of 

the electron flow along the ribbon (associated with the sagging of 

the tungsten wire cathode when heated to operating temperature and 

with heat outflow at its clamps), time (associated with the aging of 

the cathode), failure to observe the shape of the electron flow on the 

surface of the processed material (associated with the accumulation 

of electron charge on the dielectric and optical glass surfaces). 

The probe module of the primary measuring transducer for 

determining the characteristics of the ribbon electron flow is a comb 

of 13 tungsten probes (at a distance of 5 mm between them), which 

are located in the same plane parallel to each other (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1 Scheme of probing the electronic flow of the ribbon form in the working space of the electronic gun: 

1 – Pierce electronic gun module, 2 – ribbon electronic flow, 3 – probe measuring transducer module, 4 – electronic flow collector, If – electronic flow 

current. 
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This design differs from the design proposed in [15] in that in 

the course of operation on the tungsten probes a voltage of 30-80 V 

is supplied, which a voids the effect of electron repulsion at the 

edges of the probes due to the action of the Ampere force by 

diagnosing the current in the probe and allows determine the change 

in current density distribution in the workspace of PEG along the 

length of the ribbon electronic flow by a maximum of 60 mm. 

To shield the probes from the impact of the secondary 

electrons from the substrate, they are clamped at the edge of the 

movable platform so that all flow electrons not selected by the 

probes do not affect the operation of the transducer. 

The current of each of the probes through the copper wire and 

vacuum electrical input is fed to the recording device [16]. The 

signal received from each probe, which changes as it passes under 

the electronic flow, is the result of integrating the current 

distribution along the cross section of the electronic flow intersected 

by the tungsten probe. 

To obtain a current density distribution across the electron 

cross section, the recording device conducts a probe current 

conversion at each position of the probe module. After that, the 

microprocessor performs numerical differentiation of the probe 

characteristic and the recalculation of the current density in the 

position of the probes: 

j(x) = (id(x) – id(x – x)).d.v.t, 

where j(x) is the density of the diagnosed current at a point x; id(x) is 

the current probe diagnosed by the probe module; id(x – x) – the 

diagnosed current at the previous measurement; d is the probe 

diameter; v is the speed of movement of the probe module; t is the 

period between measurements of current values. 

High precision quartz timers are used to map each probe 

current to the probe current x of the probe system and to move it in 

the transducer (time deviation does not exceed 1 second per day). 

The obtained and calculated current density distribution in the 

PEG workspace is transmitted to the PC for further processing and 

visualization. 

At the same time, to determine the current distribution in the 

electronic flow, the probe module is positioned at an angle equal to 

the angle of difference of the electronic flow, Fig. 2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2  Scheme of probing the electronic flow of the ribbon form on the 
surface of the optical glass: 

1 – Pierce electronic gun module, 2 – ribbon electronic flow,  

3 – probe module of transducer, 3a – tungsten probe, 3b – screen against 
surface electric charge, 3c – metal casing, 3d – dielectric gasket,  

4 – experimental sample optical glass mounted on the electron flow 

collector,  is the angle of the paraxial difference of the electron flow (  

10). 

 

The main differences of the developed method of sounding 

are: express-sounding in one cycle with electronic processing, 

sounding of electronic flow not axial form (in this case ribbon), 

simple mathematical processing of probe characteristics, sounding 

is performed in automatic mode, probe characteristics immediately 

after sounding current and digital densities are transmitted to the 

automatic electronic processing control system for analysis. Circuits 

designed to determine the shape of the size and distribution of the 

current density of the electron flow as a processing tool in the 

workspace of the PEG and on the surface of the processing material 

(optical glass) have been developed for probing the ribbon 

electronic flow. 

 

3. Analysis of probe characteristics of the 

electronic flow 

 

In Fig. 3 shows the probe characteristics taken by a probe 

device located in the center of the electronic flow, which is obtained 

by probing the working space of the PEG (Fig.3.a) and on the 

surface of the optical glass (Fig.3.b). 

Trial testing of the probe device was conducted under the 

conditions and modes under which electronic processing of optical 

glass occurs, namely: the distance from the probes to the anode  

H = 20 mm, accelerating voltage U = 3 kV, cathode ignition current 

IC = 15 A, full flow current If = 150-200 mA. 

    
а.   b. 

Fig. 3 Probe characteristics obtained in the work space of the PEG (a) and 

on the surface of the optical glass (b): 

a – distribution of the probe current density along the cross section of the 

electronic flow in the workspace of the PEG; b – density distribution of the 

probe current over the surface of the optical glass; 1 – If = 150 mA; 2 – If = 

175 mA; 3 – If = 200 mA. 

 

As can be seen from Fig. 3, when comparing the results of 

electronic flow sensing in the workspace of the PEG and on the 

surface of the optical glass, the distribution forms of the electronic 

flow in both cases are identical for the same working currents of the 

electronic flow, the width of the electronic flow varies 

proportionally to the distances between the probing planes and the 

angle of difference of the electronic flow (about 8-10%). At the 

same time, the results of the scan of the electronic current density 

distribution showed that, regardless of the full working current of 

the electronic flow, the electronic flow current on the surface of the 

optical glass (the so-called useful current) is about 30%. 

As a result of probing of the ribbon electronic flow during 

processing of optical glass the basic technical parameters of this 

flow on the surface of optical glass K8 are established. 
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Table 1: The main technical parameters of the electron flow on the surface of the optical glass at different currents of the electronic flow 

# 
Electronic flow  

processing mode 
Form of electronic flow 

Length l and width b  

of electronic flow, mm 

The maximum current density of 

an electronic flow, jmax, mA/cm2 

a 

H = 20 mm,  

U = 3 kV,  

Iс = 15 А,  

If = 150 mА 

 

l = 58 mm, 

b = 2 mm 
jmax = 67 mA/cm2 

b 

H = 20 mm,  

U = 3 kV,  

Iс = 15 А,  

If = 175 mА 

 

l = 59 mm, 

b = 3,5 mm 
jmax = 41 mA/cm2 

c 

H = 20 mm,  

U = 3 kV,  

Iс = 15 А,  

If = 200 mА 

 

l = 61,5 mm, 

b = 6 mm 
jmax = 23 mA/cm2 

 

As a result of the sounding of ribbon electronic flow it is 

established that in practice under different modes it is possible to 

obtain different laws of current density distribution, which are 

different from Gaussian. 

 

4. Results and discussion 

 

To achieve the goal of this work, a number of studies were 

conducted to determine the dependence of the influence of the basic 

technical parameters of the ribbon electronic flow on the microrelief 

of the surface of the processed optical glass. 

The microgeometry of the surface of optical glass processed 

according to the above modes was investigated by the method of 

atomic force microscopy on the device "NT-206V" (manufacturer: 

"Mikrotestmashiny", Belarus) with silicon probes "Ultrasharp 

CSC12", optimizing the system with a microfibre. 

As a result of the conducted researches it is established that 

the surfaces of the optical glass processed according to the regime:  

H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If = 150 mA are inhomogeneous, 

have high porosity and contain microdefects of the surface (cracks, 

floods, etc.), Fig. 4 (this corresponds to the shape of the electron 

flow, which has the form of a corresponding dependence, as for the 

current If = 150 mA (see Table 1.a). In this case, the micro-

irregularities of such a surface is 40-75 nm. 

 

    

1 

   
 a b c 

2 

 
Fig. 4 Topography (1) of the K8 optical glass surface at 1313 μm and the profile (2) of the relief along the main diagonal of the topogram  

under the following electronic flow processing modes: H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If = 150 mA (a); If = 175 mA (b); If = 200 mA (c). 
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When treating the surface of an optical glass with an 

electronic flow in the mode: H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If = 

175 mA (Fig.4.b, Table 1.b), in fact, as in the previous case surface 

heterogeneity was observed, and the residual micro-irregularity was 

reduced to 12-24 nm. Then, by treating the optical surface with a 

ribbon electronic flow with a maximum current of an electron flow  

If = 200 mA (Fig.4c, Table 1c) eliminates microdefects and surface 

porosity, making it more homogeneous. The residual micro-

irregularities are reduced to 3.5-5 nm. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

Thus, using the method and developed, with the participation 

of the authors, the means of probing the ribbon electronic flow 

determined the main technical characteristics (shape, size and 

distribution of current density) of this flow, which allowed to 

evaluate the interaction of the electronic flow with the surface of the 

optical glass. It is also found that the useful current of the electronic 

flow is about 30% of the total emission current of the electron 

cathode. 

It is established that the accuracy of determining the technical 

parameters of the ribbon electronic flow by the probing method can 

be influenced by the following factors: reduction of the diameter of 

the probes under the influence of the electronic flow and heating of 

the probes during the measurement process. After about 40-50 

measurements there is a significant reduction in the diameter of the 

probes to 5%, after which there is a need to install new probes with 

identical characteristics. To reduce the influence of the probe 

heating during the measurement process, preheating is carried out 

by several electronic flow passes. The error of the recording device 

is also taken into account. The total error of the probe method for 

determining the electronic flow density does not exceed 8%. 

The method of atomic force microscopy revealed that after 

treatment of the surfaces of optical glass varieties of "crown" low-

energy electronic flow of the ribbon form, subject to its optimal 

shape, size and distribution of current density in the working space 

and on the treated surface is a decrease of micro-irregularities 75 

nm to 3.5-5 nm. However, it is noted that the surface of the glass 

after electronic flow treatment has a more homogeneous structure 

and is saved from microdefects unlike surfaces without electron 

beam treatment. 
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